AM I ELIGIBLE TO APPLY?  
Undergraduate students enrolled at the University of Wisconsin–Madison may apply for the sustainability certificate if they meet two criteria: (1) completion of one of the approved courses for the certificate with a grade of B or better and (2) are not earning the environmental studies certificate, or the certificate in engineering for energy sustainability.

HOW CAN I APPLY?  
Interested? Eligible as described above? If so, fill out this application form (https://uwmadison.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_6DWJeRMGBmPHmDz). Be ready to upload an unofficial copy of your transcript and to answer two short essay questions (fewer than 500 words). The first question asks "Pick an experience from your own life, and explain how it has influenced your interest in sustainability." The second question asks "If you could change one thing in the world, what would it be and why?" You might find it helpful to draft your responses beforehand.